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1. 

1) 1.e, 2.b, 3.k, 4.j, 5.f, 6.c, 7.a, 8.g, 9.d, 10.i, 11.h 

 

2) 1.l - alligator - aligátor, 2.j - boa - hroznýš, hroznýš královský, škrtič, 3.a - cobra - kobra, 4.f - crocodile 

- krokodýl, 5.n - dinosaur - dinosaurus, 6.m - frog - žába, 7.b - chameleon - chameleón, 8.c - iguana - 

leguán, 9.d - lizard - ještěrka, 10.e - rattlesnake - chřestýš, 11.g - salamander - mlok, salamandr, 12.o - 

snake - had, 13.k - toad - ropucha, 14.i - tortoise - želva (většinou suchozemská), 15.h - turtle - želva  

 

3) 1.h (plejtvák obrovský), 2.m (slávka, škeble), 3.b (kapr), 4.n (pijavice), 5.j (delfín), 6.g (ústřice), 7.p 

(želva), 8.r (mořská hvězdice), 9.e (krab), 10.a (chobotnice) 11.i (humr) 12.c (kosatka), 13.l (medúza), 

14.k (úhoř), 15.u (rejnok), 16.d (oliheň), 17.f (žralok), 18.t (losos), 19.o (mořský koník), 20.s (garnát, 

kreveta) 21.q (sardinka)  

 

2.  

calf - tele        foal - hříbě 

cub - mládě (např. medvídě nebo lvíče)    cygnet - labutí mládě  

duckling - káčátko, kačátko, , hříbátko   gosling - housátko 

chick - kuře, ptáče       kitten - kotě 

lamb - jehně        piglet - sele, selátko, prasátko 

puppy - štěně        kid - kůzle  

 

3. 

1. Budgie is a small colourful bird (similar to a parrot) often kept as a pet in a cage.  

2. Cock is a male chicken, usually with colourful feathers.  

3. Hawk is a large bird that kills and eats small animals; it is smaller than an eagle.  

4. Hen is a farm bird that is kept for eggs and meat.  

5. Heron is a large bird that lives near water; it has long legs and a long neck.  

6. Dove is a white bird that is used as a symbol of peace.  

7. Swan is a large white bird with a long neck; it lives on lakes and rivers. It is a symbol of faithfulness.  

8. Turkey is a large farm bird which is usually eaten on special days in Anglo-American countries, such as 

Christmas or Thanksgiving.  

9. Vulture is a large bird that usually eats dead animals.  

10. Woodpecker is a bird with a long bill; it climbs trees and drums on them with its sharp bill to get food.  



11. Duck is a bird that lives on or near water; it has short legs and a wide beak. Drake is its male. 

12. Eagle is a very large bird that can fly, eats small animals and is often called 'King of Birds'. 

13. Falcon is a bird that eats little animals; it can be trained by people to hunt with them. 

14. Flamingo is a large pink bird with long legs. 

15. Goose is a large white bird which is often kept on farm; it is bigger than a duck. Its male is gander. 

16. Hummingbirds are among the smallest of birds that can fly backwards. 

17. Chicken is a small farm bird that cannot fly, it is a young hen or a rooster, and people eat its meat.  

18. Kiwi is a bird from New Zealand with a long beak, it cannot fly.  

19. Ostrich is a very large bird from Africa; it has got a long neck and legs. It cannot fly and is the world's 

fastest two-legged animal. When threatened, it runs away, but they can cause serious injury and death with 

kicks from their powerful legs. Contrary to popular belief, they do not bury their heads in sand. 

20. Owl is a bird that flies and hunts small animals at night.  

21. Parrot is a colourful exotic bird which people often keep as a pet; it sometimes learns to say real words.  

22. Peacock is a large bird with a beautiful green and blue tail. It is a symbol of pride. 

23. Pelican is a large bird with a large beak in which it can hold water. 

24. Penguin is a sea bird with a black and white body; it cannot fly and lives in the Antarctic. 

25. Pheasant is a bird with a long tail, people often hunt them.  

26. Pigeon is a grey bird that we can usually see in towns. 

27. Sparrow is a small brown bird common in many parts of the world. It is typical Czech bird.  

28. Stork is a large bird with long legs and a long beak; it is usually black and white. It builds its nest on the 

chimney. 

29. Swallow is a small bird that migrates in winter and eats insects. It is a symbol of spring. 

30. Toucans are brightly marked and have large often colourful bills which in some large species measures 

more than half the length of the body. 

 

4. 

1. Ant is a very small black or brown insect which lives in forests in large groups and works very hard. It 

builds anthills. 

2. Bee is a small black and yellow insect; it lives in large groups and makes honey.  

3. Beetle is an insect with a hard and shiny covering of its wings, it is usually black, but can have other 

colours, too.  

4. Butterfly is an insect with big colourful wings and a long thin body.  

5. Caterpillar is a worm with short legs that exists as an early stage in the life of a butterfly or other insects.  

6. Centipede is a long small insect with many little legs.  

7. Mosquito is a small insect that flies usually at night and bites animals and people to drink their blood.  

8. Praying mantis is a large green insect; it is known that the female eats the male after mating.  

9. Spider is a small black creature with eight legs. It catches and eats insects.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostrich_effect
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10. Tarantula is a large hairy spider, sometimes poisonous.  

11. Moth is an insect that looks like a butterfly which usually flies at night.  

12. Cockroach is a large brown insect that you can find in very dirty places.  

13. Cricket is a small brown insect that makes very specific sounds, especially at night.  

14. Termite is an insect that lives in large groups and eats wood and build termite nest.  

15. Dragonfly is an insect that lives near water; it has a long body and two pairs of long bright wings.  

16. Earwig is a small brown insect with a long body and two pincers at the end of the body.  

17. Firefly is a small flying insect that produces faint light at night.  

18. Flea is a small insect that feeds on the blood of animals (or people), it can jump very well. 

19. Tick is a small creature that holds onto your skin and sucks your blood.  

20. Wasp is a small black and yellow insect. It is usually attracted to sweet things and can sting you 

painfully.  

21. Fly is a small insect that can fly.  

22. Grasshopper is an insect that lives in the grass, jumps very high and far and makes a sharp sound by 

rubbing its legs together, it is usually green.  

23. Hornet is an insect that looks like a very big wasp.  

24. Ladybird is a small red beetle with black spots. 

 

5. 

1.f, 2.h, 3.d, 4.a, 5.i, 6.j, 7.c, 8.b, 9.e, 10.g 

 

 


